GEOTERRA® GTO Mats
BRIDGING HARD PAVEMENTS FOR
CONSTRUCTION ACCESS

GEOTERRA GTO Mats are fast to bolt together, forming the exact size required between concrete areas to support construction vehicles.

Construction Mats Bridge Hard Surface ‘Jumps’ for Temporary Construction Access

LOCATION: Denver, Colorado

CONSTRUCTION ACCESS CHALLENGES
A major home builder in the Denver, Colorado area is accustomed to construction site challenges. A common problem is protecting hard pavements when crossing over the jumps between paved and unpaved areas with construction equipment. Construction mats help to bridge the low areas, preventing damage to asphalt or concrete as equipment crosses.

GEOTERRA GTO MATS PROTECT CONCRETE PAVEMENTS
Although relatively light compared to heavier HDPE mats, the contractor was impressed with the strength and durability of the GEOTERRA GTO mats to withstand the numerous trips by construction vehicles across paved areas in a new housing development.

www.GeoTerraMats.com
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